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At age seventeen Fred Deluca borrowed $1,000 from a a friend-and srarted SUBWAY(R).
Today, with more than 38,000 stores in one hundred countries and annual sales exceeding $16.6
billion, Fred DeLuca's SUBWAY is a success story with a message... START SMALL FINISH
BIG Publishers Weekly Review: DeLuca was only 17 when he started what is now the Subway
restaurant chain in 1965; he needed money to attend college and a friend offered to back him
with $1,000 to start a sandwich shop in Bridgeport, Conn. That beginning led DeLuca to an
enormously successful career: in addition to being president of the chain, he runs MILE, a
nonprofit organization that offers loans to entrepreneurs. According to DeLuca, there are 15
essential principles for anyone starting a small business, some of which, DeLuca confesses, he
learned the hard way (he had never made a submarine sandwich before opening day of his first
shop). Among these pillars: Believe in Your People; Never Run Out of Money; Keep the Faith;
and Profit or Perish. DeLuca uses his own business experience as well as that of other successful
entrepreneursAe.g., the founders of Kinko's and Little Caesar'sAin addition to those of less wellknown business people. Written in a conversational style, the advice isn't especially original or
creative. However, would-be millionaires who are sitting at their kitchen table wondering if they
should take that big step and start a business will find the book both instructive and inspirational.
Agent, Bob Diforio. Library Journal DeLuca, co-founder in 1965 of SUBWAY Restaurants and
founder in 1996 of the Micro Investment Lending Enterprise (MILE), a nonprofit organization
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making microloans to entrepreneurs/microentrepreneurs, has written this humorous, down-toearth guide to success as a small business owner. Coauthor Hayes is a writer (Computer
Architecture and Organization, 1998), public speaker, and business trainer. Each chapter
describes one of DeLuca's 15 key lessons and is illustrated with a real-life case study. None of the
people in these cases is a household name, but businesses such as Kinkos, Little Caesars, and
SUBWAY are. DeLuca doesn't claim that his guides form a master plan for success, but he
optimistically believes that anyone can become Bill Gates, Lillian Vernon, or Henry Lay and that
his lessons will increase the chances. His book also promotes and supports MILE, and the last
chapter and appendix are devoted to information about it and its programs. Recommended for
most small business collections. Susan C. Awe, Univ. of New Mexico Lib., Albuquerque
You are about to embark on one of the biggest adventures of your life. It's a daunting prospect,
isn't it? An empty desk, no customers, no confirmed money coming in, and no one to gossip with.
Welcome to running your own business. Every issue is now yours to wrestle with, and yours
alone. But then so is all the satisfaction when things go well, whether that is mental or financial.
This book expertly guides you through the principles of running and growing a successful
business - including what to do when it's not going exactly as you wish. Crammed with practical
advice - from assessing pros and cons to motivating yourself and adopting effective practices - it
will help you find clear, practical solutions and prove invaluable as you tackle this great
adventure.
A tour of three successful women-owned companies furnishes firsthand accounts of how these
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entrepreneurs deal with various stages of business cycle. Original. 60,000 first printing.
There is nothing more satisfying than owning a shop of your own. Whether it's a designer
clothing store, an exciting florist, or something for practically everything, this book will guide
you through all you need to know about opening your own retail business. It is aimed at anyone
who has a dream or a practical idea. It includes case histories of hands-on shop owners, their
advice and top tips. You will be able to browse through such topics as: - Choosing the best
location - Finding finance in a dwindling market - Developing a business plan - Exploring the
costs of setting up - Selecting the products you want to carry - Decoration, displays and shelving Meeting the challenges of a new business - Getting your business noticed in an internet age Turning your passion into a profitable business
Why Staying Small Is the Next Big Thing for Business
Company of One
The Complete Guide to Setting Up and Managing a Small Business
Start and Run a Sandwich and Coffee Shop
A Data-Driven Guide to Better Decision Making in the Early School Years - THE INSTANT
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
The ABCs of Getting Out of Debt
The Big Book of Small Business
Choosing a Legal Structure for Your Business takes the mystery out of setting up
your business in a form that best suits your available capital and aspirations...and
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best protects your interests in case of unforeseen difficulties. You'll find all the
information you need to structure your business, as well as advice on choosing and
operating a franchise, buying an existing business, and choosing a professional team.
Also included are examples of Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, as well as sample
forms for a Partnership Agreement, a Limited Partnership Agreement, and more.
Choosing a Legal Structure for Your Business is a practical, nuts-and-bolts guide that
will help new entrepreneurs successfully negotiate the legal minefield of small
business operations.
In the early 1980s, Springfield Remanufacturing Corporation (SRC) in Springfield,
Missouri, was a near bankrupt division of International Harvester. Today it's one of
the most successful and competitive companies in the United States, with a share
price 3000 times what it was thirty years ago. This miracle turnaround is all down to
one man, Jack Stack, and his revolutionary system of Open-Book Management, in
which every employee understands the company's key figures, can act on them and
has a real stake in the business. In Stack's own words: 'When employees think, act
and feel like owners ... everybody wins.' As a management strategy, 'the great game
of business' is so simple and effective that it's been taken up by companies from
Intel to Harley Davidson.
This book will show you how to turn your passion and enthusiasm into a viable
commercial opportunity. It is packed full of practical, down-to-earth advice based on
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the author's own, and other successful entrepreneurs', experience. You'll discover
how other people have started successful businesses with nothing else than a great
idea, self-belief, and determination. Discover how you can easily: - Research your
ideas. - Start your own business at home, from little or nothing. - Get funding for your
new business. - Overcome your fears and sell anything to anyone. - Market your
business on a shoestring. - Create your own successful niche business in a world
dominated by multi-retailers. Paul Power's own successful philosophy is that if your
ultimate dream is to run a global franchised network from home but all you can
afford is a second hand laptop, then start with the laptop and work your way up. As
the entrepreneurs featured in this book will testify, that's how many of today's
successful businesses started.
You can run a better business with these simple words of wisdom "This book gives
you simple and direct advice on how to better run your business. I've read a lot of
books on business and none are as downright useful as this one."Dom Morley,
Grammy Winning producer, Adele, Amy Winehouse. "Russ is a connector to both
ideas and people. While some might find his quick tempo unsettling at first, this is
where the magic is in truly identifying strategies that will help your company."
Andrew Kirk, Vice President, PACE Anti-Piracy What if you could remember nuggets of
business wisdom like lines from your favourite songs? Is it possible to condense a
smart business idea into one memorable line that makes it unforgettable? Blogger
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and marketing specialist Russ Hughes thinks it is and has built two successful
businesses doing so. Get business insights to inspire, challenge, and motivate. Aimed
to help you run a better business, but hold tight; there is no hanging around! If you
want to give your business a boost but don't have the time to read an entire book on
one subject, then this book is for you! Is this book for you? Can you identify with one
of the following statements? You want to run a successful business and want to find
fast ways to improve performance. You want the benefits without necessarily having
to read the entire book. You are easily distracted and are looking for quick ways to
learn important lessons that can help change your business for the better. For those
who didn't make it into a top business school, or for those that did and found it really
didn't help. You have a pile of unfinished self-improvement books and don't want this
to be another. If you can answer yes to one or more, or possibly all of the above
statements then this book is for you. Buy it now!
How to Start and Run Your Own Restaurant
How to Start and Run a Small Book Publishing Company
Anticipating and Avoiding the Pitfalls That Can Sink a Startup
You Can Run a Better Business with These Simple Words of Wisdom
A Biblical Blueprint to Bless Your Business
Run Your Business, Don't Let It Run You
An Insider Guide to Setting Up Your Own Successful Business
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Authentic Business shows that it is possible to start asuccessful business without
selling out your values. It shows thatbusiness does not have to be exploitative, greedy
and devoid ofmeaning. Takes you step by step, through the 'why?' and 'how?' ofstarting
and running your own business. Neil Crofts uses inspiring examples of those who have
achievedtheir dreams on authentic lines. Taps into a huge, hungry market for good
quality businessstart-up books.
"This book covers all aspects of the restaurant business -- from initial startup, to
building up a loyal trade and -- crucially -- putting yourself in your customers'
shoes."--Cover.
What if the real key to a richer and more fulfilling career was not to create and scale a
new start-up, but rather, to be able to work for yourself, determine your own hours, and
become a (highly profitable) and sustainable company of one? Suppose the better--and
smarter--solution is simply to remain small? This book explains how to do just that.
Company of One is a refreshingly new approach centered on staying small and
avoiding growth, for any size business. Not as a freelancer who only gets paid on a per
piece basis, and not as an entrepreneurial start-up that wants to scale as soon as
possible, but as a small business that is deliberately committed to staying that way. By
staying small, one can have freedom to pursue more meaningful pleasures in life, and
avoid the headaches that result from dealing with employees, long meetings, or
worrying about expansion. Company of One introduces this unique business strategy
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and explains how to make it work for you, including how to generate cash flow on an
ongoing basis. Paul Jarvis left the corporate world when he realized that working in a
high-pressure, high profile world was not his idea of success. Instead, he now works for
himself out of his home on a small, lush island off of Vancouver, and lives a much more
rewarding and productive life. He no longer has to contend with an environment that
constantly demands more productivity, more output, and more growth. In Company of
One, Jarvis explains how you can find the right pathway to do the same, including
planning how to set up your shop, determining your desired revenues, dealing with
unexpected crises, keeping your key clients happy, and of course, doing all of this on
your own.
"How To Start And Run Your Own Corporation" begins where many incorporation
books leave off. Peter Hupalo, author of "Thinking Like An Entrepreneur," teaches you
the basics of corporate business structure. "How To Start And Run Your Own
Corporation" will help you understand: * Which Business Structure Might Be Best For
You * How To Decide Between An S-Corporation And A LLC * How To Choose Your
State Of Incorporation * How To Form Your Own Corporation * S-Corporations * Par
Value And No Par Value Stock * Issuing Shares * Stock Basis * Valuing A Small
Business Corporation * Financing A Corporation Through Equity And Loans * Attracting
Angel Investors For Your Corporation * Shareholder S-Corporation Basis And The AAA
* Filling Out The 1120S Corporate Income Tax Return * Special Issues For One-Person
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Corporations * The Role of Bylaws And Corporate Minutes * The Role of Directors And
Officers * Withdrawing Money From Your Corporation * Social Security/Unemployment
Insurance On Officer Salaries * Qualified Retirement Plans, SIMPLE-IRA, SEP-IRA *
The One-Person 401(k) * Worker's Compensation Exemption For Officers * How To
Minimize Your Taxes * How To Prevent Your Corporate Shield From Being Pierced *
Tax Saving Strategies For Your Corporation
Learning and Living Professional Management
How to Run and Grow Your Own Business
The Only Sensible Way to Run a Company
Start and Run a Shop
Writing Winning Business Plans
You Don't Have to Run Your Business by the Seat of Your Pants
Authentic Business
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From age 5 to 12, parenting
decisions get more complicated and have lasting consequences. What's the right
kind of school? Should they play a sport? When's the right time for a phone? Making
these decisions is less about finding the specific answer and more about taking the
right approach. Along with these bigger questions, Oster investigates how to
navigate the complexity of day-to-day family logistics. The Family Firm is a smart
and winning guide to how to think more clearly - and with less ambient stress Page 9/26
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about the key decisions of these early years.
Thinking of starting a business but don't know anything about business finances, tax
or accounts? This book will tell you everything you need to know in an easy to
understand way by an accountant who grew his practice from no clients when he
started to over 400 clients all over the UK. Covering such topics as: Whether you
should be a limited company or self employed? What part of business finances do
you really need to understand and which parts can you ignore. Whether you become
VAT registered. When your tax is due and how much it will be. Setting up bank
accounts. Getting paid by your customers. Managing your cash flow. Getting your
pricing right. Russell Smith has worked with over 400 clients all across the UK and
is a national expert on small business tax and accounts. His clients include doctors,
dentists, psychologists, web-designers, musicians, marketing agencies, IT
contractors, artists, graphic designers and many more. Russell Smith is the only
chartered accountant in the world to blog every day - you can find it at
www.rsaccountancy.co.uk/daily-blog.Russell also has a YouTube channel where he
releases weekly 2 minute finance basics: www.youtube.com/RussellSmithtips. There
is also a free tax, accounts and profit review with customised action plan worth
�200 for readers of this book.
A revised Second Edition of the book that shows you how to use Bible-based
leadership principles to improve business performance In How to Run Your
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Business by THE BOOK, famed leadership guru Dave Anderson reveals biblical
lessons to help transform the people, culture, and results of your business. Not only
will you master timeless business principles based on the world's bestselling book,
you'll build a foundation for your business that leads to long-term success. It's a
refreshing return to commonsense business basics, based on leadership lessons
peppered throughout the Good Book. You'll read what the bible has to say about
hiring and training people, managing money, creating a leadership vision, achieving
ambitious goals, and much more. This new Second Edition features a new
introduction that includes letters from readers about their success using these
principles, a new chapter on leading through crisis, and bonus sections at the end of
each chapter that offer new and expanded insights on these powerful leadership
principles. Includes practical, proven business guidance gleaned from the Bible
Features smart business guidance like the High-Five Principles for elevating your
people skills, Four Mandates to Maximize Your Time, and How to Overcome the
Number One Cause of Management Failure Fully updated with a new Introduction,
new section chapter conclusions that help you follow through on each chapter's
principle, and an entirely new chapter on crisis leadership Dave Anderson is also
the author of Up Your Business!, If You Don't Make Waves, You'll Drown, How to
Deal with Difficult Customers, and How to Lead by THE BOOK Best of all, you don't
need to be familiar with the Bible to profit from these wise and timeless principles.
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All you need is a heart open to biblical wisdom and a willingness to lead with
courage.
A corporate attorney explains how to take advantage of incorporation laws in order
to save thousands of dollars in taxes, protect oneself against financial disaster, and
make a fortune in the process. Original.
How to Create and Run Your Perfect Business
Turn Bad Debt into Good Debt and Bad Credit into Good Credit
The Founder's Dilemmas
Start up and Run Your Own Coffee Shop and Lunch Bar, 2nd Edition
The Great Game of Business
How to Start and Run Your Own Business
Small Business For Dummies
Garrett Sutton's Own Your Own Corporation has become the resource to
turn to to learn how you as a private citizen can take advantage of
incorporating yourself and your business. As we now know, such a move
can not only save you thousands and thousands of dollars in taxes, but can
also protect your home, savings and family assets from the potential attack
of creditors. But since the book's publication in 2001, changes in tax laws
and other important regulations have been made that affect those pursuing
or having corporation status. Now, in a newly revised and updated edition,
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readers will find the same indispensible and timeless advice (on topics
ranging from management control and avoiding disputes to flexibility of
decision-making) and a highly accessible breakdown of all the latest
pertinent legal developments and how they affect you.
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs
can make or break a startup and its team. Drawing on a decade of research,
including quantitative data on almost ten thousand founders as well as
inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and Tim Westergren
of Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face
and how to avoid them.
Your shoes are charred from stomping out brush fires. You have nightmares
about UFOs—Unreachable Financial Objectives. All-star interviewees turn
into duds. Meetings cause more problems than they solve. The office is a
ghost town at 5:01 p.m. Does this sound familiar? Tom Gegax knows what
that is like. Years after running his Tires Plus franchise by the seat of his
pants, blissfully unaware of how little he knew about getting the most out of
people and managing a world-class organization, Tom was faced with a
cancer diagnosis and a business at the brink of disaster. Resolved to
change things around, he improved his mental clarity, health, and
relationships and noticed that the more he profited on a personal level, the
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more his company profited. Tires Plus grew into a $200 million business
with 150 upscale locations. He had learned the first lesson in Enlightened
Leadership 101: Focus on the well-being of your employees and
customers—as well as your own—and success will follow naturally. In The
Big Book of Small Business, Tom shares his hard-earned lessons on how to
become an enlightened, effective leader, and on how to do the small things
right so the big decisions work. This all-in-one toolbox for small businesses
is jammed with warm-hearted, tough-minded practices and street-smart
tips, covering every aspect of a growing business: Starting, funding, and
getting your new business off the ground Crafting a mission and growing a
corporate culture that works Hiring the best people and maximizing their
potential Communicating and negotiating with your employees, customers,
and suppliers Creating processes for continuous innovation and growth
Protecting your business from unforeseen dangers Planning for growth And
much more . . . As thorough as a textbook and as lively as a news magazine,
The Big Book of Small Business is the most comprehensive and practical
book on how to take a small business to the next level, and an indispensable
slingshot for the millions of scrappy Davids taking on corporate Goliaths.
Do you worry that your business will collapse without your constant
presence? Are you sacrificing your family, friendships, and freedom to keep
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your business alive? What if instead your business could run itself, freeing
you to do what you love when you want, while it continues to grow and turn
a profit? It’s possible. And it's easier than you think. If you're like most
entrepreneurs, you started your business so you could be your own boss,
make the money you deserve, and live life on your own terms. In reality,
you're bogged down in the daily grind, constantly putting out fires,
answering an endless stream of questions, and continually hunting for cash.
Now, Mike Michalowicz, the author of Profit First and other small-business
bestsellers, offers a straightforward step-by-step path out of this dilemma.
In Clockwork, he draws on more than six years of research and real life
examples to explain his simple approach to making your business ultraefficient. Among other powerful strategies, you will discover how to: •
Make your employees act like owners: Free yourself from micromanaging
by using a simple technique to empower your people to make smart
decisions without you. • Pinpoint your business's most important function:
Unleash incredible efficiency by identifying and focusing everyone on the
one function that is most crucial to your business. • Know what to fix next:
Most entrepreneurs try to fix every inefficiency at once and end up fixing
nothing. Use the "weakest link in the chain" method to find the one fix that
will add the most value now. Whether you have a staff of one, one hundred,
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or somewhere in between, whether you're a new entrepreneur or have been
overworked and overstressed for years, Clockwork is your path to finally
making your business work for you.
Start Your Own Corporation
How to Start and Run Your Own Corporation
Choosing a Legal Structure for Your Business
How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK
20 Ways to Manage Your Business Brilliantly
S-Corporations for Small Business Owners
S-corporations for Small Business Owners
To win in business requires a winning business plan. To write a winning
business plan requires reading Garrett Sutton’s dynamic book on the topic.
Writing Winning Business Plans provides the insights and the direction on how
to do it well and do it right. Rich Dad/Poor Dad author Robert Kiyosaki says,
“The first step in business is a great business plan. It must be a page turner that
hooks and holds a potential investor. Garrett Sutton’s Writing Winning Business
Plans is THE book for key strategies on preparing winning plans for both
business and real estate ventures. Crisply written and featuring real life
illustrative stories, Writing Winning Business Plans discusses all the key
elements for a successful plan. Topics include focusing your business vision,
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understanding your financials and analyzing your competition. Also covered are
how to really use your business plan as a tool and how to attract funding for
your new or existing businesses. As business plan competitions become more
popular around the world Writing Winning Business Plans also discusses how to
enter and how to win these ever more lucrative contests. In addition, how to
quickly interest a potential investor, also known as the elevator pitch, is
explained. And, as opportunities arise around the world, how to present your
plan in various countries is explored. Writing Winning Business Plans is the
complete compendium for this essential business rite of passage – preparing a
winning plan.
Hupalo started HCM to publish his own first book in 1999. Here he shares what
he has learned over the past decade about the trade. He discusses inventory
accounting and management, marketing, pricing, business structure, tax
deductions, book production, record keeping and self-publishing.
2nd edition of this accessible guide - expert advice, first hand experience, and
practical information on how to launch and run your new business. Added value
- includes popular recipes from the author's own coffee shop.
No More 16-Hour Days! Running your own business—the American dream—can
be daunting: long days, none of the freedom you envisioned, no time for family
and friends, and the unrelenting pressure to keep up the pace. Worse, all this
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hard work can only take you so far. To get to the next level, you need to stop
being “Super-Employee” and become a leader who sets direction,
operationalizes goals, monitors and controls results, and involves others. You
need to run your business using an integrated professional management
system. Clay Mathile, who grew the Iams Company from $500K to $1 billion in
sales, discusses proven management fundamentals applied in a practical way,
one that has been used by thousands of business owners. You’ll get real-world
details that academic courses don’t teach—true stories from those who, like
Mathile, implemented these fundamentals and thrived. Read this book and
discover how to make your business more successful and sustainable and your
life more fulfilling! “Clay Mathile dives into educating entrepreneurs with the
same energy he used to build a billion-dollar brand from the ground up. This is a
book of lessons learned through living.” —Steven Bertoni, Associate Editor,
Forbes “Run Your Business, Don’t Let It Run You gives you the road map for
‘working on your business, not in it’ and for turning your big dreams into reality.
And you don't have to do it alone.” —Anita Campbell, Publisher, Small Business
Trends “Using Aileron’s System of Professional Management, we went from 65
employees to 205 employees. As the heavy construction industry grew by less
than 5 percent over the past five years, Kelchner Inc. has grown by 95 percent.
This book can help you grow your business and become more profitable!”
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—Todd Kelchner, CEO, Kelchner, Inc.
Everything You Need to Know to Run Your Limited Company Or Self
Employment - for Locums, Contractors, Freelancers and Small Business
The Monocle Book of Entrepreneurs
How to Prepare a Business Plan that Investors Will Want to Read and Invest In
Why the Rich Own Their Own Companies and Everyone Else Works for Them
The Family Firm
Start and Run Your Own Business
How to Open a Successful Retail Business

Business and investing require asset protection. As you build wealth you must
know how to protect it. This book is your road map and guide. Sutton reveals the
legal secrets and strategies that the rich have used for generations to run their
businesses and protect their assets.
The Great Game of Business started a business revolution by introducing the
world to open-book management, a new way of running a business that created
unprecedented profit and employee engagement. The revised and updated
edition of The Great Game of Business lays out an entirely different way of
running a company. It wasn't dreamed up in an executive think tank or an Ivy
League business school or around the conference table by big-time consultants.
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It was forged on the factory floors of the heartland by ordinary folks hoping to
figure out how to save their jobs when their parent company, International
Harvester, went down the tubes. What these workers created was a revolutionary
approach to management that has proven itself in every industry around the
world for the past thirty years--an approach that is perhaps the last, best hope for
reviving the American Dream.
Starting your own business is one thing, but running and keeping it going is
another. Annually, there are around 400,000 start-ups in the UK, but in a single
year 300,000 businesses also fail. You owe it to yourself, your family, and your
own ambition to make your business one of the success stories. This book helps
you do just that. More than a "how to" book, Start Up and Run Your Own
Business brings the skills of experienced blue-chip consultants to bear on your
enterprise. Now in its 8th edition, the book lends you both the authority and
experience you need to make the right decisions to ensure your business
survives and thrives beyond the critical first few years. Author Jonathan Reuvid
gives expert advice and commentary on all the key issues you need to address to
make your business successful - from business definition, marketing and raising
finance, to procurement, accountancy, IT, taxation and HR issues. This 8th
edition is also fully revised and updated to cover all the ramifications of the
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current "credit crunch" conditions and economic downturn for growing and
fledgling businesses. Combining best practice advice with cogent strategies for
growth and expansion, Start Up and Run Your Own Business has earned a
deserved reputation for reliability and authority. This new edition continues this
tradition, helping you make the most of your business venture.
Aimed at people who are contemplating starting up their own business, this book
covers all the essential information necessary for a successful start-up. It
includes advice on how to choose the right business; how to set it up; where to
find the finance; what to consider when deciding on the premises and equipment;
marketing/selling techniques; how to control the cash; procedures to help you
select the right staff - plus the other advice to ensure that the enterprise will
prosper.
How to Turn Your Hobby Or Interest Into a Business
Start Small FINISH BIG
How to Start and Run a Home Tutoring Business
Start Up and Run Your Own Business
Own Your Own Corporation
Run Your Own Business
The Essential Guide to Planning Funding and Growing Your New Enterprise
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A sought-after management consultant with a background in
business banking guides readers through the process of starting
up and managing a small business.
Equips you with all the key skills you need to run an effective,
successful business.
At a time of unprecedented change in the way we work, the
editors of Monocle are here to help us envision, create, and
make a success of a new business or reboot an existing one.
Nobel-Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman argues that business
leaders need to understand the differences between economic
policy on the national and international scale and business
strategy on the organizational scale. Economists deal with the
closed system of a national economy, whereas executives live in
the open-system world of business. Moreover, economists know
that an economy must be run on the basis of general principles,
but businesspeople are forever in search of the particular
brilliant strategy. Krugman's article serves to elucidate the
world of economics for businesspeople who are so close to it and
yet are continually frustrated by what they see. Since 1922,
Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of
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breakthrough management ideas-many of which still speak to and
influence us today. The Harvard Business Review Classics series
now offers readers the opportunity to make these seminal pieces
a part of your permanent management library. Each highly
readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to
shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the
world-and will have a direct impact on you today and for years
to come.
A Complete Manual for Setting Up and Running Your Own Tutoring
Agency
Clockwork
How to Run Your Business Like a Girl
A Country is Not a Company
How to Legally Operate and Properly Maintain Your Company Into
the Future
Loopholes of Real Estate
Run Your Own CorporationHow to Legally Operate and Properly Maintain Your
Company Into the FutureRDA Press, LLC
In this comprehensive guide, Jill Sutherland offers practical and realistic advice,
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designed to take would be sandwich bar owners from idea, to opening. Packed with top
tips, real-life examples, checklists and anecdotes, it provides a stage-by-stage guide to
your first year, from the planning of your business, to it's opening and becoming
established. You'll learn how to: - Develop and research your sandwich bar 'idea' - Write
a professional business plan - Find the right shop unit, and fit it out - Decide on
suppliers - Manage food hygiene and health and safety - Create your menu and source
produce - Budget, forecast and manage cash flow - Launch and generate interest Employ and manage staff.
How to start your own business, grow you client base, and promote yourself without
selling out or starving. This no faff, no fluff guide is peppered with applicable advice
(things we learned from starting our own business), unasked-for humor, and
worksheets (homework, gasp!) to help you just get started already. Because raw talent
and good ideas aren't enough. And because you can do this. Really.Learn How to:
Structure your business, File all the paperwork,Write a business plan, Make a budget,
Get great contract templates, Set pricing, Pitch a quote, Build a client roster,
Communicate effectively, Stay organized, Grow your audience, Manage your money, &
More!
The Loopholes of Real Estate reveals the tax and legal strategies used by the rich for
generations to acquire and benefit from real estate investments. Clearly written, The
Loopholes of Real Estate shows you how to open tax loopholes for your benefit and
close legal loopholes for your protection.
Fifteen Key Lessons to Start and Run Your Own Business
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Secrets of Successful Real Estate Investing
Freelance, and Business, and Stuff
I Can Start Your Business
Run Your Own Corporation
The Book Dad Told Me Not To Write
Start and Run a Business from Home
This book is a complete business package in book form. It contains a proven successful formula
which eliminates the expensive trial and error period of setting up your own tutoring agency and
guides you through every aspect of running your own business. More and more people are seeking
a flexible lifestyle, which allow greater freedom while still earning a living. Reading this book will
give you the courage to take the first step towards what is a viable and exciting venture.
“I’ve set up my corporation. Now what do I do?” All too often business owners and real estate
investors are asking this question. They have formed their protective entity – be it a corporation,
LLC or LP – and don’t know what to do next. “Run Your Own Corporation” provides the
solution to this very common dilemma. Breaking down the requirements chronologically (ie the
first day, first quarter, first year) the book sets forth all the tax and corporate and legal matters
new business owners must comply with. Written by Rich Dad’s Advisor Garrett Sutton, Esq., who
also authored the companion edition “Start Your Own Corporation”, the book clearly identifies
what must be done to properly maintain and operate your corporation entity. From the first day,
when employer identification numbers must be obtained in order to open up a bank account, to
the fifth year when trademark renewals must be filed, and all the requirements in between, “Run
Your Own Corporation” is a unique resource that all business owners and investors must have.
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Rich Dad/Poor Dad author Robert Kiyosaki states, “Run Your Own Corporation is the missing
link for most entrepreneurs. They’ve set up their entity, but don’t know the next steps. Garrett
Sutton’s book provides valuable information needed at the crucial start up phase of operations. It
is highly recommended reading.” When “Start Your Own Corporation” is combined with “Run
Your Own Corporation” readers have a two book set that offers the complete corporate picture.
In difficult times, debt can be a matter of life and death, happiness and despair. Controlling your
debt can bring order and calm. Mastering debt can bring wealth and success. As bestselling Rich
Dad/Poor Dad author Robert Kiyosaki says, “Good debt makes you rich and bad debt makes you
poor.” The ABCs of Getting Out of Debt provides the necessary knowledge to navigate through a
very challenging credit environment. A Rich Dad’s Advisor and best selling author of numerous
business books, Garrett Sutton, Esq. clearly writes on the key strategies readers must follow to get
out of debt. Unlike other superficial offerings, Sutton explores the psychology and health effects of
debt. From there, the reader learns how to beat the lenders at their own game, and how to
understand and repair your own credit. Using real life illustrative stories, Sutton shares how to
deal with debt collectors, avoid credit scams, and win with good credit. “The reason Garrett
Sutton’s book is so important is that like it or not, debt is a powerful force in our world today. The
financially intelligent are using debt to enrich themselves while the financially uneducated are
using debt to destroy their lives.”- Robert Kiyosaki The times call for a book that offers hope and
education on mastering credit and getting out of debt.
Design Your Business to Run Itself
Successful Strategies from Entrepreneurial Women who Made it Happen
A Guide for Creatives
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